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Key Department Heads Are Chosen
New Schedule

Changes Made
Thanksgiving.

Giving thanks.

Something to remember

tomorrow—and every other day of the year.
Thanksgiving at Bowling Green for freedom, for the right
to study and to learn.
Thanksgiving—and hope—that, although the world is at
war, from this conflict will come a peace that will last.
Gratefulness for friendship, laughter, sunlight, and for
the countless little things which make our lives rich.
The list is long.

Won't you make your own additions?

And tomorrow, when you sit down to a table laden with food,
think of the reasons why we celebrate Thanksgiving—and be
grateful.

Jose Jaramillo, Peruvian Frosh,
Is Lonesome "About Music"
By Bobbie Simpson
"I am lonesome about the South American music," was
the statement made by Jose Jaramillo, Bowling Green's exchange student from Lima, Peru, when asked what he thought
of the United States.
Eighteen-year-old "Pepe," a native of Lima, attended a
private parochial school there, where he studied math, litera^_____
'
ture, economics, German, history,
chemistry, and physics. He also
took three years of English, which
was not enough to (five him a fluent vocabulary. With this fact in
mind, it is amazing how expertly
Three winners of an extempore- Jose has mastered the English
language since his arrival in the
discussion contest will compote
United States July 30 of this year.
today against the winners of an
October contest, Mary Ann KoDocking in Los Angeles after a
eppe,
Virginia
Schwinn,
and
20-day trip, Jose and his mother
Aurelia Christea.
spent a week in the California city,
The topic for the discussion is and then came East to Chicago for
"What policy should the federal
a flvc-day layover in the "dirty
government adopt in regard to city," as Jose expressed it. Upon
labor disputes?"
departure from Chicago, the two
Twenty-two students will com- proceeded to Ann Arbor, Mich., to
pete in the contest, under the di- gee Carlos, Jr., Jose's 23-year-old
rection of Dr. Wayne Thompson of brother, who is following in their
the speech department. The
father's footsteps by studying
speakers are Martha Ann Zeis,
medicine at the University of
Nelson Williams, John Dempsey,
Michigan.
Hal Potts, Camot Allen, Patricia
Toledo was the next stop enCloos, Kathleen Lavelle, Mariannice Fishbaugh, Patricia Mcil, route to Bowling Green, but this
time Jose was alone, for while
John Horn, Curtis C h a r Is o n,
Janice Smith, Helen Burrell, Kath- Mrs. Jaramillo remained at Ann
Arbor, "Pepe" moved to Toledo to
leen Price, Alice Jean Porter,
Phyllis Brauning, Rhoda Young, visit and live with his other brothVirginia McClure, Ruth Spacek, er, "Coco," also an exchange stuPhyllis Filton, Josephine Van Wag- dent, who is majoring in engineering at the University of Toledo.
ner, Geneva Bennett, James Pace,
Glenna Smith, Sandy Evangelist,
He remained in Toledo until the
and Myra Davis.
end of October when school began
at Bowling Green.
Jose's doctor father is living
in Lima and is cared for by 17year-old Maria Teresa, the baby
of the family.
DIFFERENT KIND OF
Pepe, who lives at the Alpha
CHINA CABINET . . .
Gen. Chen-cheng replaces Gen.
Tau Omega house here at the UniHo Ying-chin as Chinese minister versity, is majoring in chemical
of war in a cabinet shake-up in- engineering, and hopes to return
volving 8 posts. The changes are
to Lima to go into business for
predicted to be forerunners of
(Continued on page 4)
widespread changes in the entire
government.

Extemp Contest
Will Be Today

Schedules for vacations and
registration during the first term
term have been slightly changed.
The following calendar has besn
revised.
Nov. 22, 5 p.m.—B e g i n n i n g
Thanksgiving Recess (Civilian stu-dents only). All classes having
V-12 students enrolled will meet as
scheduled on Thursday and Friday, Nov. 23 and 24.
Nov 27, 8 a.m.—Resume classes.
Dec. 22, 12 noon—Midterm
grades filed with the registrar.
Dec. 22, 12 noon—Beginning
Christmas Recess.
(All morning
classes will meet for 45 minutes
on Dec. 22 with 5 minutes between
classes. Classes will operate on
the following schedule:
8 o'clock classes meet from 8
until 8:46.
9 o'clock classes meet from 8 :B0
until 9:35.
10 o'clock classes meet from
9:40 until 10:25.
11 o'clock i-lasses meet from
10:30 until 11:15.
Jan. 2, 8 a.m.—End of Christmas recess and resumption of
classes.
Feb. 5, 8 a.m.-r, p.m.—Pre-rcgistration of seniors.
Feb. 6, 8 a.m.-5 p.m.—Prc-rogistration of juniors.
Feb 7, 8 a.m.-5 p.m.—Prc-rcgistration of sophomores.
Feb. 8-9, 8 a.m.-5 p.m.—Prcregistration of freshmen.
Feb. 13, 7 p.m.—Pre-registration of 4th term V-12 students.
8 p.m.—Prc-rcgistration of 3rd
term V-12 students.
Feb. 21—Final examinations.
All classes meeting on Monday,
Wednesday, and Friday.
Feb. 22—Final examinations.
All classes meeting on Tuesday and
Thursday.
Feb. 23—Term ends at 5 p.m.
Feb. 24 ,12 noon—Final grades
filed with the registrar.
The two most prominent
changes, in addition to the unexpected Thanksgiving holiday for
civilians, are the dismissal of
classes at noon Dec. 22 and the
lengthening of the Christmas vacation one day.
The first change was made to
enable both civilian and service
students to make better train accommodations in traveling north.
The second change will make it
possible for them to spend New
Year's Eve in some other way than
traveling back to Bowling Green.
(The original schedule called for
the resumption of claVees at 8
a.m. New Year's Day.)

Mail Time -1922

Nutshell News

NUMBER PLEASE . . .
Telephone ilrike in Ohio h«»
spread to 26 towns with an eitim.led 4,000 idle. Workers am
protesting the Bell Telephone's
airing of new workers at a hither
wage scale.
WHAT'S YOUR
HURRY. BOYS7
Nazis are retreating along a
400-mile front as the Allies smash
through to the Rhine.
Better
watch on the Rhine, Adolph.
BOOM I
And German oil plants go up in
•moke a* American bombers hit
the Reich.
WHEN THE LIGHTS
CO ON AGAIN . . .
For the first time in five years,
London streets have been lighted
by streetlights called "moonglow."
FASTER THAN SOUND . . .
The newest Naxi "secret weapon" is the V-2. a rochet which
travels faster than seand. Projected at England and at Allied
positions in France, the V-» Is
reported not to be doing a great
deal of damage to either property
or people's morale. Wonder if
the Naais know oar secret weapon
i. the V-12?

Student Directory
Goes to Pres* Soon

YMCA's Student Directory will
go to press this week. Prof. Leon
E. Fauley, faculty sponsor, said
today. John Burden, sophomore
from Galion, is editor of the directory and Lawrence Hanline,
junior from Bowling Green, is
business manager.
A typewritten list of all students' names was completed last
week and for several days has
been posted in the Well for the
correction of information by students.
Copies of the directory, which
will list names of all civilian and
V-12 students on the campus,
should be ready for sale within
several weeks after printing starts,
although the exact date when they
will be ready for distribution is
not yet known. In the past, copies
have sold for 25 cents each.
Color and details of arrangement of the pocket-size handbook
have not yet been fully decided,
according to Professor Fauley, but
it is expected that more abbreviating will be done this year than
in tile past, to conserve space
and printing costs.
Last year 800 copies of the directory were printed.

Absent Minded
Eug-nr Gooiieni, director
of the Cincinnati Symphony
Orchestra which played here
Thursday night, WAS just as
absent minded as the most
forgetful Bowling Green college professor.
Mr. Gooneni forgot his
vest.
After traveling to Toledo
where the group was to play
Friday night in the Art Museum, Director Goossens discovered he had forgotten this
important article of wearing
apparel. Several hurried
telephone calls resulted in a
special delivery package being sent to him so that the
show might go on.

100 Try Out For Positions

On 1945 Yearbook—Stone

Editor Wilma Stone and Business Manager Gloria
VVissler, of the 1945 Key, have chosen ten students to head
various departments of the staff for this term. These people
will compose the executive council of this year's publication.
"More than one hundred students attended the first general staff meeting last Wednesday night," Editor Stone said .
Members of the executive council are Lois Perrin, copy editor;
Mary Alice Beeler, literary editor;
Jean Rickets, stenographic director; Lois Gault, office manager;
John Barber, photographic editor;
Martha Transue, photo scheduling
supervisor; Jane Schneider, adverBy Olga Sonkoly
tising manager; Barbara Gustavcson, circulation director; Dorothy
Perhaps one of the biggest and
Bishop, art director; and Shirley
Walker, advertising layout editor. best things that has happened to
This council will meet with edi- Bowling Green in a musical way
tor Stone and Gloria Wispier, busi- was the appearance of the Cinness munager for the present, af- cinnati Symphony Orchestra
Thursday evening.
ter which each department will
On the basis of tryouts for "Boy
The concert was attended by a
Meets Girl" the following students hold its own meetings, avoiding
large Sod appreciative audience.
the confusion of large gsnsrsl
have been chosen for membership staff meetings.
Mr. Goossens himself said, "1
in Workshop Players, freshman
At Wednesday night's meeting
dramatics club: Edith M. Dcrr, each of the aspirants was inter- think the audience was good and
most attentive."
Helen McCraw, Mary Rose Hahn,
viewed by the editor regarding the
Tho selections of the orchestra
Mary Jean McEwcn, Bobbie Simpwork done in the past and his
son, Shirley Jean Wheeler, Mari- preference of work for this pub- were very well received, but it
would be extremely difficult to aay
lyn Brown, Marjorie V a s s a r ,
lication. If, after u tryout period
Susan Kilmer, Howard Roby, Alice of eight weeks, the newcomers which of the numbers waa best
liked, us tho tastes of the audience
Jean Porter, Helen Dermady, Imo- have shown interest and cooperawere BO greatly varied.
gene Newman, Elsie Lodge, Shirtion, they will be placed on the
Without a doubt the "Firebird,"
ley Wall, Ruby Keller, Joan Benpermanent staff.
by Struvinsky afforded the greatder, Pat Baker, Paul Lieber, Jack
Layouts of the football season est surprises. Mr. Goossens' brief
McMean, Patricia Edwards, Bette
and the 1044 Homecoming are bereview of the ballet was most helpJean Nelson, Willard Wood, Gro- ing prepared for December 15, the
ver Griggs, Gordon Ward, Brock
ful, and much .appreciated.
llrst engraving deadline.
Rroughton, Kenneth Kcagle, Don
It can be said that the orchesSenior pictures will be taken
Prittie.
immediately following Christmas tra out-did itself in every aspect.
In the Tchuikowsky "Symphony"
Additional tryouts for Work- vacation. In February the Key
shop Players will be on Monday, stuff will have its annual assembly
the horns were perfect. The inNov. 27, from 7:30 to 9:00 p.m. at which voting for representative
strument itself -is very difficult to
All new students in the University students will bo held und candi- pluy—that is, it is difficult to" get
are eligible to try out.
Each dates for the Key Beauty Queen
a clear und exact tone on one—
student or group of students "Is will be introduced.
but never once in all the demandpermitted to read for an appointing passages throughout the ened time. Technical workers who
tire symphony did they miss their
arc interested in this type of work
cue or "fuzz" their parts.
should also report *o this meeting
In the "Firebird" the bassoons
and will be given a chance to
und oboes' aolos were especially
demonstrate their ability.
well
done.
Having volunteered for transfer
Plans for the coming year in- from Bethany College, 12 Navy
Mr. Goossens was generous with
clude many activities in dramatics.
V-12 students arrived at Bowling his response to the demund for enSometime during the month of
cores: the "Sleeping Beauty
Green last week. These sailors
February the group will present a
Waltz" by Tschaikowsky, the
three-act play and later on a ser- arc deck officer candidates and arc
"Barcarolle" from Tales of Hoffies of one-act plays. The group enrolled in the regular V-12 cirin,inn by Offenbach, and Prelude to
meets regularly for programs, of culum.
III Act of Lohengrin by Wagner.
The new men arc John R. Bentalks on the theatre, music, and
The Barcarolle was beautifully
nett, Edward W. Brown, James W.
theatrical art.
played and tho harp throughout
Sydney Stone, assistant profes- Carney, Valentino R. Favero,
William W. Hoffman, John Jen- the piece achieved an especially
sor of speech, is directing the
Walter
Marsh,
Thomas lulling effect.
Players and will supervise the pro- kins,
Wagner lovers shouldn't have
grams.
Dorothy Main, junior Marshall, Raymond F. Peters,
speech major, will direct the three- James L. Roberts, David G. Sudac, been disappointed, for two of his
most
famous selections were playand James E. Trabits.
act play.
ed with all the Are that Wagner
seemed to make characteristic of
a lot of his music.
All in all, most people left the
concert with a wonderful feeling
of two hours well spent—and we're
sure that if there is ever another
opportunity for the Cincinnati
Home-going civilians will have Thanksgiving turkey to- Symphony to return, thore wouldmorrow with their families but the Bowling Green sailors n't be a place on campus large
aren't being left out of the traditional meal started in 1620 enough to house both orchestra
by the Pilgrim fathers. Good Ship Kohl will be served a com- and audience.

Symphony Is
Big Success

Workshop Players
Choose Members

12 V-12's Transfer
From Bethany

V-12 Students Will Eat
450 Pounds of Prize Turkey

plete 450-pound turkey dinner at 6 p.m., with an extra half
hour added to the regular hour for eating.
After loking at the Navy's

Total Enrollment
Hits 1372 Mark
The coming of the mailmen was
just as important in 1922 to Bowling Green coeds as it is today.
Here four women of 22 years
ago are waiting around the "letter
bos" on the University Circle in
front of Williams Hall. At that
time the Administration Building
and the Science Building were the
only class buildings on campns.
Notice the Navy influence, prevalent even in mama's day. And
they didn't have V-12'i either.

Fauley Reorganizes
Men's Glee Club
Men's Glee Club is being reorganized at Bowling Green under
the direction of Prof. Leon B.
Fauley.
Discontinued several yean ago
because of the small number of
civilian students on campus, the
group will be open this year to
both civilians and service men.
First meeting of interested students will be held in room 203 of
the Practical Arts building next
Wednesday at four.
In addition to the glee crab,
there will be a varsity quartet to
be chosen from the members of
the larger singing group.

Enrollment this term totaled 1,372, including civilians and V-12
trainees.
Six hundred eleven students,
registered under the College of
Education, top college enrollment
figures according to reports by
Dean Ralph G. Harshman, acting
registrar. The College of Liberal
Arts follows with an enrollment
of 841 and the College of Business Administration with 158
registered students.
Freshman class fall enrollment
figures are highest having a total
of 564, 178 more than last year.
The sophomore class is second
high with 293 students. Registered juniors number 143 and seniors, 108.
Total civilian fall enrollment is
1109.
V-12 trainees total 237.
Extension and graduate students
number 26.
Last year's figure of 177 students enrolled in Liberal Arts has
been almost doubled. Five hundred forty-eight students were
under Education last year snd 114
under Business Administration,
making a total of 829 civilians a
year ago.
Nine hunderd nlnty-nine of the
total 1,109 students enrolled are
women, but the number of civilian
men has doubled over last year's
total.

menu, many University students
will wish they were going to eat
here, too. Twenty-five prize turkeys will give their lives away just
for Navy men to savor. (Civilians
may not be lucky enough to get
turkey since there is a nationwide
shortage of these noble birds.)
Along with the all-important
fowl, the V-12's will consume 42
pumpkin pies, 120 pounds of potatoes, 42 dozen rolls, and 30
pounds of cranberries to help to
make up part of their Thanksgiving dinner.
In addition to these large quantities of food, they also will have
sage dressing, green string beans,
whole kernel com, lettuce salad,
celery, olives, and pickles, topped
off with apples, grapes, and the
crowning touch—guaranteed to
make the most stoic civilian groan
with envy—cigarettes!

Next Week's News
To Be V-12 'Special'
The Bee Gee News of Nov. 29
will be a special V-12 issue, In
past years after a vacation period
a University paper has not been
published since the majority of the
staff members were not in Bowling
Green.
This year, however, since the
V-12 students on the campus will
not have a Thanksgiving recess,
they will be in full charge of the
issue immediately following the
civilian's holiday.
Sid Freeman,
News columnist, is in charge.

Officer Petitions
In For Election
Petitions for class officers which
have been distributed by the Dean.
of Students office during the past
week and circulated by organizations backing candidates must be
returned to the Dean of Students'
office by noon today.
Each petition must be signed by
25 members of the class for which
the office is sought: Members of
the committee on elections, headed
by Jim Violand, will meet at
3 p.m. today in Dean A. B. Conklin's office to examine the petitions
and list the candidates.
Any
members of Student Council who
wish to be present at that tune
may do so.
Candidates will be announced
in the Bee Gee News next Wednesday. Officers will be selected
by general election between the
hours of 9 a.m. and noon and 1
p.m. to 4 p.m. on Friday, Dec. 1.

Dr. Roy M. Chatters
Is Biology Professor
Dr. Roy M. Chatters will report
to the University on Nov. 26 to begin work as professor of biology.
He received his degrees from
Hope College, Holland, Mich., and
the University of Michigan.
Dr. Chatters was employed in
war work, and he ia leaving his
position to teach because of the
increase in enrollment in the biology department.
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It's a Slack Year
Although the clothing Bowling Green
coeds wear is their own concern, when a
great many University women appear on the
campus and in class in sloppy slacks and

Nestward, Ho!

V-12 Tarzans Must Have
Haircuts, Navy'JDemands

Eeeek! a Mouse
ACROBATIC MOUSE . . .

By Bernard Block

Tarzan can no longer come sweeping from the trees to
whisk away young maidens—not unless he gets a haircut.
In this modern world, a girl—and the Navy—want their
men to have a clean cut appearance; therefore the hair must
be evenly cut and not shaggy as the Tarzan type.
The Navy men on the campus present the likely followers
of this new type of hero. In
first place, Navy Regulations
which the bluejacket baaea
everyday existence, won't let
Tarzan come out in him.

sizes-too-big plaid shirts, it's time for an
editorial.
True, you may argue that jeans and shirts
are comfortable. Maybe so. And true,
slack-happy addicts of the baggy shirt may
say "and so warm during the winter."
Probably you're right.
But—have you looked at yourself in a rear
view mirror? When you crawl into your
"uniform" each morning, ignoring the attractive skirts and sweaters in your closet,
do you remember that half the people who
see you every day see only half of you—the
back half?
Next time, wearers of the jeans, try the
mirror test, and see yourselves as others see
you.

Thinking, Money, Time
"My Thinking ... My Money . . .My Time
. . . will stay in this war to the finish."
This theme should be the slogan of all
Americans during the Sixth War Loan which
started Monday and will continue through
Dec. 16.
We must not be blinded by pre-mature
promises of a quick victory in either the
struggle with Germany or that with Japan.
We must realize that we are in the midst of
a huge fight-to-the-fmish which requires a
great deal of money, gotten by our purchase
of war bonds and stamps.
And we in school must remember that the
purchase of even one war savings stamp it
important. The majority of us cannot afford
bonds; we can, however, do without our
cokes and movies and invest our money with
Uncle Sam in this Sixth War Loan.
We students must remember that it is our
war and that we have as much to gain—or
to lose—from its outcome as those who are
fighting or dying in the cause of freedom and
justice.
Yes, we should be in it "to the finish."

V-12 Special
Next week you will get your Bee Gee News
as usual—thanks to the V-12 students on
campus.
They will take full charge of the Nov. 29
paper, a "V-12 special." Because of their
hard work, all of the University students will
get the campus news plus interesting Navy
features.
Don't miss your copy!

the ^—■
by
his
the
Edited By
Mary Alice B.eler
Somewhere among the regulaThe library at Georgia Tech intions it says, "The hair shall be
neatly cut and groomed." Sec- cludes a music room. With such
ondly, a sailor is always anxious to incentive how could one resist the
score a hit on his objective—the portals of learning?
objective being a girl.
The Heidelberg Kijikilik tells
When our hero first enters the how their WSSF fund is augmentNavy, he is faced with the menac- ed by a Quiz Bee, where the oring glare of the barber. He Is ganization represented by the conrudely thrust into the chair and
two minutes later arises with just testant must forfeit twenty five
a half an inch of hair left on his cents for every question missed.
Weren't we short of our goal for
head.
It is at this moment that he this worthy cause last year?
vows that he will stay clear of all
The Miami Student reports a
barbers in the future. This vow V-12 date bureau on that campus.
doesn't last too long after he has
been screamed at by a few inspect- Imagine stooping to that for a
date! Imagine a date!
ing officers.
The University of Kentucky has
Buck to the barber chair he
goes to keep within the Navy regu- a women's drill organization
lation on neat hair. Eventually known as the K-Dets.
the chair becomes quite comfortThere is a story around the
able so he now catches up on some
University of Montana concerning
lost sleep.
In Bowling Green the regula- a Sigma Chi ghoat who annually
tions hold just as well as anywhere howls the Thctas out of their
else. The sailor must have neat house.
Don't you think that
hair—so each week he takes the "Dream Man" would be a more aplong trek downtown to the barber propriate title for this eerie visichair.
tor?
Since Friday is the best day to
The author of "How To Fall in
get a haircut and pass the Saturday inspection, the barber shops Love" in the South Dakota State
arc usually crowded. There is a Teacher's College Red and Green
long wait before the eventful ap- must be a very experienced perpointment.
son!
The noise of the clippera is conBecause of a lack of cooperatinuous. The chatter of the customer and barber fills the room. tion on the part of students and
The fragrant smell of hair tonic faculty, the honor system of Oberand cigarette fills the air. The lin Collage seems on its way out,
Tarzans fall from their trees.
at least for the present.

College Cuffnotes

Hunting Season Opens With
A Bang; Man Gets Bird
Oh,, a-hunting we will go! Once more hunting season
opens in Bowling Green, and hunters in their big plaid shirts
are second only to the coeds in theirs as the main attraction
in town.
Pheasant are the topic of conversation these days, so let's
talk about pheasant, too.
In describing the pheasant we
might speak of it as most closely
resembling a bird, with the usual
bird-like characteristics of head,
tail, feathers, and wings.
Its habits arc most interesting.
In going from place to place it
flies. During mating season, the
male bird enjoys the company of
tho female, and the female enjoys
the company of several males.
The pheasant is one of the most
elusive of all birds. It's favorite
pastime during certain days of the
year is playing hard to get. Just
ask any hunter.
All this brings us to the problem
of the hunter. The hunter may
be best described as a species who,
during certain days of the year,
assumes the position of locomotion commonly employed in his
early infancy and crawls around
on his stomach through muck and
mire in hot pursuit of the elusive
pheasant.
There are also female hunters
(Continued on page 4)
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Army Officers

Hunt In B. a

Capt. Fred Whitker of Bowling
Green, and a party of officers from
the air base at Columbus, Miss.,
flew to Bowling Green Friday for
the opening of the hunting season.
The fourteen officers flew here
in six twin-engine Beachkraft AT10's.
Most of the officers hunted
throughout tKe weekend, leaving
on Sunday and Monday.
Capt. Whltker's plane was the
last to leave, having been weathered in until Tuesday morning.
Capt. Whitker, a former student
of Bowling Green State University, served in the African campaign.

by Santone

The Wolf

BEE GEE NEWS

REUNIONS ...
A Chi O Jo Davis, now a music teacher,
and D.G. school inarms lone Geisel and Hope
McAdams visited here this weekend. Reunions are Tun. Hummm.

TURKEY TALK . . .
Helen Dermady, titian-haired frosh, is going all the way to Watertown, N. Y., for
tomorrow's turkey. And Alpha Xi Delta
Uti Loudenslagel is traveling Chicago-way
to eat her Thanksgiving dinner with brand
new Ens. Will Lytlc, ATO who was a civilian and V-12 student here and who has been
attending Northwestern.

Staff

IT'S HERE AT LAST . ..
Bowling Green's famous winter weather

*JWs»

"Beat it, Mate—She's buying her Pearl Harbor'Day
jor Day bonds from
me!"

That men could climb up ladders into
sorority bedroom windows with the administration's approval. Really, kida, it was
all in fun and just part of the obstacle course
at the Alpha Phi party for service men.

MERRY WIDOWS ...
Larry Haaline, ATO worthy master, reports that am ATO Widow's Clab is going to
organise. Where do yea come in, Larry?
Maybe for refreshments?

Bee G.I.'s

Wave Tanner Trains
Edited By Helea Bowen

Barbara Tanner, x'46, a WAVE, is now
receiving Naval training at Hunter College,
New York City. She writes, "Here I am in
New York, but all I've seen besides Hunter
is the subways. Our training is quite rigid
compared to what I have been used to.
Everything has to be done just so and at a
certain time. We have inspection daily and
a Captain's inspection on Saturdays.
"When wc go to concerts, classes, shows,
mess, or any group activity we march, but it
isn't as bad as it sounds for we sing as we go.
From every regiment there is chosen a
"singing platoon." I tried and made the
grade. We have rehearsals every day and
we broadcast over WABC-CBS several times
a week.
"Wc have much more marching drill than
the V-12 boys, an hour every day except
Saturday and Sunday, and four hours of
phys ed.
WAVE Tanner Is a member of Delta Gamma. Her address is Barbara Tanner, AS,
V-10, Reg. 44, Bldg. L, Apt. 4D, USNTS
(WR), Bronx 63, New York.
Gene Harkness, x' 15, former Falcon cage
star, recently moved from his station in the
South Pacific to a new one, and immediately
after that he obtained a furlough, which he
spent in Australia. Gene says, "Right after
we moved here I took a furlough to Sidney,
Australia. I traveled between five and six
thousand miles by nir, and it is one trip
I never shall forget. On the way down I
visited at Brisbane, and from there I went
to Sydney. Some call Sydney 'the Paris of
the Second World War.' There is no doubt
that the tempo of living is stepped up and
going Up at a great pace.
"One thing I really enjoyed on my leave
was some good food again for a change. I

ate everything I wanted. You can imagine
the change from rations and dehydrated
foods as the Army serves.
"I nearly froze the first couple of days I
was down there, for there was such a great
change in temperature from what I have
been used to in the tropics.
"The Australians are great sportsmen,
they gamble on almost anything. They
have a sportsground wheh corresponds to our
stadium. Their game, which is cricket,
is played in a stadium which seats
crowds from thirty to forty thousand. They
also have horse racing and there is a great
turnover in the way of 'cabbage.' I saw the
University of Sydney, and it is really a beautiful place."
Lt. Janes Ryan was reported missing in
action this summer. However, it has been
discovered that he was forced down in neutral territory, and will be interned there for
the duration.
DOB Cunningham, x'43, editor of the 1943
Key, has written to congratulate Helen Pugh
and her staff for the excellent 1944 yearbook. Pvt. Cunningham is stationed in Italy
and has written, "At present I am taking
some training in cyptograph work. My
branch of the service has been changed from
the artillery to the signal corps. Indications
have led us to believe that a good deal is in
the offering. Our living and messing facilities are much nicer here than in the replacement center. We even have sugar
bowls on the tables. Passes are frequent
so I've seen a little of the surrounding area.
Naples is a very interesting place, but it
carries many of the scars of war." Pvt.
Cunningham is a member of the Five Brother fraternity. His address is Pvt. D. A.
Cunningham, 15140041, Hq. Co. 8141 Signal
Service, APO 612, c/o PM, New York, N. Y.

Column Right!

No Appreciation
By Sid Freeman

JOIN THE NAVY ...
Bruce Kelley, a second termer, is wondering if he's appreciated around here, because ho got a letter the other day asking
him to join the Naval Air Crew. Of course,
he's not considering it.

ONTO THE FOOTBALL FIELD ...

IT-—»m^—

WHO SAID IT
COULDN'T HAPPEN HERE . . .

Don't stand for readin', 'ritin', and 'rithmetic since the Gamma Phi Dance. They
stand for rhythm, romance, and rhubarb.
But what's the rhubarb for?

Bob Lorenz, the man with the big smile
from Detroit, is back in the swing of things
now that he has been released from sick bay
where he had his appendix removed.
Bob missed a lot of school while he was
lying in his sick bay sack, but he says the
time wasn't entirely wasted. He claims he
learned how to make paper airplanes that
would fly around the room and come right
back to him I

i ,

The Delta Gamma's are going into the
catering business any day now. They losew
all the ropes, what with the fifteen hundred
sandwiches they turned oat on a mass production basis for the open-house Sunday.

THE THREE R'S ...

OUT OF SICK BAY ...

ii

BREAD LINE . . .

The one Peg LaFevre had in tow Sunday
wai oh, to handsomol

Tho 12 now mon thai camo horo last wook
from Bethany College in W«at Virginia toon
lo bo happy at thoir now station. In an uni.ffnod lottor writton to this column, they
commented on tho friendly attitude of tho
faculty and townspeople and tho"more and
better women."
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to which we're all been looking forward with
horror. Sloppy mud, wet-leaves, rain-spattered leg make-up . . . gosh!

SPEAKING OF ENSIGNS . . .

SEE THE WORLD . . .

Official Student Publication
Published Each Wednesday of the Year by
the students of
Bowling Green State University
Office—31S Administration Building—Phone 2631

COLUMNISTS—Mary Alice Besler, Helen Bowen, Sid Freeman.
REPORTEBS—Helen L. Alllon. Pal Baker, Miriam Balllet.
Bernard Block. Shirley Campbell, Ramona Cart, Eileen Dew*
hurst, Lucille Foley, Charlotte Gilbert, luanlta Hope, Pat Jackson,
Mariorle Keyerleber. Earleen Krackow. Don Pnttle, Betty
Rhoadi, Peg Rlegle, Vera Schwartz. Ruth Siege!, Pauline 5imktnt. lo Ann Simmons, Delorei Short, [o Shull. Bobble Simpson,
Glendlne Van Landingham, Neleon Williams. Jr., Alice Voder,
loanne Waugh.
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Smith, Gordon Word.
SOCIETY STAFF—Pat Barton, Joann Erie!. Opal Ford, Alice
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Dougherty, Virginia Marion, Lois Manner.

A tiny brown mouse seen in Johnston Hall
got just a little tipsy from insect spray that
Nurse Winifred Ream sprayed in his direction. The furry creature staggered into the
middle of the floor, turned a somersault,
and stood on its tail. While the nurses
laughed at its antics, it scampered away.

Yale aad Princeton would bo proud if they
could see how their former students were
carrying on the Ivy football league tradition
here on the University campus. The men
that came hero from those two schools have
been playing football games Saturday afternoons with their teams named after their
old alma maters.
Steve Bucek and Jack Donahue seem to be
the stars of the Yale aggregation while Don

French and Wally Van Stan are fighting
hard for "Old Nassau."

KNITTING FOR NESBTTT ...
Everybody has been wondering where
the bright orange sweater came from that
Gene "Jeep" Nesbitt has been wearing to
morning muster. The sweater is so loud it
does more to wake the fellows up than the
bells and the bugle combined.
NEWS FROM NEJUIBY ...
Word has come from special correspondent, that the Nary V-12 Unit here at Bowling Green is now tho closest Navy haso to
Tolodo. They say that when on* of our boys
wallu down the street there, everybody
(everybody—that moans tho woman, of
course) stops and turns and stares. No
wondar it's boon so quiet around tho Hall on
Sunday.

NO SMOKING ...
Freddy Fay and Bob Fleming, both second
termers, are using the cigarette shortage as
an excuse to swear off smoking. But Bob
tried to snitch a little on the agreement the
other night and bought a cigar. He offered
half to Freddy, but Freddy Fay, always the
man with the iron will power, not only refused it, but tore it up.
Either of them is prepared to give you a
lecture on the evils of tobacco.

NO NEWS ...
We'ra oat of information, bat we'll have
a lot more neat week when tho Bee Gee
New. goes all V-1S. Stead by for all of the
big attractions.
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Indoor Netters
Hold Try outs

Four Fraternities, Six Naval
Platoons Play Football

Table Tennis Club tryouts
for men and women were held
Monday evening in the large
"This year in correlation to
At the first meeting of the Intramural Council last Thurs- gym of the Women's building.
the war effort, the Women's day evening, a touch football schedule which began with two
Eight men were present,
Physical Education Depart- games was drawn up. Participating are the four fraternities;
but 15 are needed to balance
ment is offering courses in
PiKA, ATO, Beta Gamma Upsilon, and Five Brothers, and the the club.
body mechanics, gymnastics, six Navy platoons who are to play an elimination in football
The club will have their
and marching, along with
with finals Wednesday, December 6.
next meeting Uonday, November
sports," states Miss Caroline
Standard Navy touch football
27, at 7:00 p.m.
Anyone who
Shaw, associate professor.
rules are to be observed. These wishes to participate in this club
These are courses which keep ,
call for one official from each team are asked to attend.
oar bodies in good physical conat every event in order that linesInterscholastic matches and prodition.
A few years ago only
men and umpire may change at the fessional exhibitions are being
courses were offered in games and
half. The nine man teams will planned.
lnter-V-12 Unit gridiron tusscls play twelve minute quarters bedance. These are good for health
Hiss Gertrudo Eppler, head of
have
been
going
on
between
the
and exercise, but they don't keep
ginning promptly at 5:00 p.m. with Women's physical education, is the
newly arrived trainees foe the past the deadline for forfeiture at 6:15. faculty advisor. Bonnie Sawyer,
the body in the physical condition
The Seven men must be present before sophomore from Bowling Green is
that gymnastics and calisthenics two Saturday afternoons.
trainees have been transferred play can start and the five man president of the club and Arlene
do.
from rival Ivy League schools, line will be enforced. Any foot- Staerns, sophomore, also of BowPhysical education tends to run
Yale and Princeton, and since
ling Green, is secretary.
in cycles. When Hiss Shaw or- spirits ran high on the first deck wear other than tennis shoes will
be
illegal.
ganized the Women's Physical
of the USS Kohl Hall, where they
More Swimmers Needed
Education Department, only coursAll teams have intramural manare quartered together, football
es in dance, gymnastics, and calisprovided the most acceptable out- agers who are to be responsible for
Only 11 men reported for
thenics were offered.
organising and assembling the
let for excess energy.
the tryouts of the Varsity
As the department grew, courses
players,
representing
the
teams
on
The fifteen Yale Bulldogs
swimming team at 5:00 Monwere offered in archery, tennis, brought down an 18 to 0 victory in the intramural council and who
day afternoon.
If Bowling
riding, swimming, bowling, bad- the first game, but the thirty will be in charge of the equipment
Green is to have a swimming
Princeton Tigers sprung back to loaned by the school.
mitton, hockey, soccer, volleyball,
team it is up to the students.
whip the Eli's 6-0 last week in
and modem dance.
Intramural managers representAll positions are open for
Hiss Shaw organized the first a hard fought game.
ing the fraternities are: Bob
anyone who wishes to try out.
The playoff game is scheduled Smith, PiKA; Dick Seeman, ATO;
class of women's physical educaTryouts-are every afternoon
for December 2. Thus far neither
at 5:00 in the Natatopium.
tion majors of the University in
team has proven to the other that Jim Violand, Five Brothers, and
1928. They took courses in hockDon Speckman, Beta Gamma Upthey
have
the
edge.
ey, basketball, gymnastics, calissilon.
Intramural managers representing the Navy platoons have
thenics, marching, and dancing.
yet to be named.
Starting out with twelve physi- Men's Tumbling
The point system of competition,
cal education majors and one
based on 2 points for a win, 1
teacher,
the
department
has Class Organizes
Falcon opponents closed their
point for a tie and nothing for a
gradually increased to over one
football season Saturday as Miami
Coach Warren E. Steller is or- loss and 5 for a forfeit is to be
hundred students, three teachers,
won
over DePauw for an undeganizing a tumbling class consist- put into effect for all intramurals
and two student assistants.
feated season and Obcrlin won
ing of Navy and civilian men.
this season.
their first game of the season by
Hiss Shaw is also faculty adviser
The class will practice every
A/S John Cool of Beaver. Pa., downing Ohio We.Icy.,, 20 to 0.
of WAA, Archery Club, and Out- night through the week at 5:00.
The final standings of the Paling Club. She received her B.A. Ten Navy men who participated in has been named student Intramurcons and their opponents is as foldegree from Smith College, New the class last term are the veter- al Director.
lows:
Hampton, Haas., and her B.S. at ans.
T.am
W L I Pli. Opp.
Simmons in Boston. At Wellsley
Coach Steller plans to use about
Miami
t 0 0 17* SI
College she took a specialised
eight oi ten of his best performers
Bunk.r HIU
6 1 0 158 S3
course in Physical Education.
between halves of the basketball
Baldwin-Wallow
« 1 2 1« 97
In New York City, Hiss Shaw games.
Central Michigan 5 2 0 149 107
worked as director of the physical
Bowline Gram
* 3 0 133 117
Chief Specialist Clement F. COM
education.
a 4 1 76 S3
Mackey, Naval swimming instruc- Ohio W.ilayan
In New York City, Hiss Shaw
18 1
99 233
tor of the University, is also the
worked as director of the physical
Alma
0 t 0 SI 1(1
Chief
Master
of
Arms
at
Kohl
education at the west side YWCA.
Hall. His duties are to maintain
She also worked in Dayton in the
order and discipline among V-12
Bowling proves to be one of
YWCA physical education departthe University's most popular students.
ment.
Chief Mackey is a graduate of
Hiss Shaw has also been in sports as nearly 150 coeds particiBoston University where he recharge on camping trips into the pate in bowling service classes.
Last year a bowling club was ceived his Bachelor of Science dewhite mountains at Camp Hacua
organized and sponsored round gree in physical education.
in Haine.
By Dick
He was instructor of physical
All sports are favorites of Hiss robin and ladder tournaments.
The Bowling club is a closed
education at Sharon, MassachuShaw, although she has a speLearning
to
ride
a
horse
is an
club
but
the
only
requirement
is
setts, where he had charge of stucial interest in volleyball and
intergral part of the education
a 100 average of three games .
dents in high school, junior high,
archery.
program of Bowling Green State
MisS Gertrude Eppler, head of and elementary grades. He also
University and for this purpose
Women's Physical Education, served as coach of the athletic dethe Hedden School of Riding was
states that with a little practice
partment at the same time.
any person who is fairly good at
located on this campus. Mr. and
Chief Mackey has been playbowling should be able to meet ground supervisor in Somerville,
Mrs. II. G. Hedden formerly of
'-Try.
the requirement.
Tiffin, own and operate this
Massachusetts, his home town.
Before coming to Bowling school.
Mr. Hedden is the Director of
Green in October, he was stationEquitation. He teaches the stued at Norfolk, Virginia; Newport,
Rhode Island; Northwestern Uni- dent of riding the art of riding a
horse intelligently and gracefully
versity, and Bainbridge, Haryland.
After the peace terms are sign- with comfort to both the horse
Women's hockey season opened
and rider.
ed, Chief Hackey hopes to return
last week as four teams entered
Mrs. Hedden is the bookkeeper
to teaching physical education and
a round-robin tournament.
and directs the study of horses in
coaching.
Hagdalene Batcha's team won
the classroom.
2 to 1 over Betty Long's team,
The Heddens come from a famwhile Dorothy Daso's team tied
ily of horsemen. Mr. Hedden folMargaret Hammon's team by the
lowed the races in his younger
score of 1 to 1.
days, but gave that up to the raisThe large hockey class has been
ing of saddle horses. The riding
divided into inexperienced players
Greer, a boom-town beauty!
A progressive hike, the first of the saddle horses .was kept
and experienced players. The exmeeting of the Outing Club, was within the bounds of the family,
perienced players are on the hockPidgeon, a rich romantic
but when friends began asking
ey teams, while the inexperienced held last Saturday, November 18.
how one rides a horse, Mr. Hedrogue! They both knew what
Thirty one girls met at the Woden conceived the idea of a primen's Gym and went from there to
they wanted!
vate riding school.
Hiss Caroline Shaw's back yard.
The Hedden Riding School operHere the foods committee had hot
ated for 12 years in Tiffin, then
potato and onion soup with crackGreer
they moved it to Sandusky. Durers prepared.
Have you tried our
ing this time they were organizThe next stop was back by the
ing this Riding School for beginlatest??
ponds, where four fires had been
ners, the Boots and Saddle Club,
built for roasting weiners.
Then came the long hike down a closed club for experienced
It's a special STEAK
Walter
riders, was organized.
to the city park for doughnuts and
The Hedden School of Riding
SANDWICH.
apples.
was brought to the Bowling Green
The club officers this year are:
Betty Long, president; and Lucille campus in 1939 and located east
Pope, secretary and treasurer.
of Kohl Hall. The grounds congloriously together
sist of a barn, an outside riding
ring and a straight away.
learn the fundamentals of the
again in
Much criticism has been heard
game and take calisthentics.
from inexperienced riders that
Marian HcGinn, Dorothy Hall,
riding
around the outside ring
Dorothy Fox, Jene Kohls, Clara
isn't far enough, therefore it is a
.
160 E. Wooster St.
Miller, and Beverly Hillns are stuwaste of time. Mr. Hedden says,
dent assistants in Hockey.
"Going around in a circle is the

Cagers Progress Despite
Army-Bound Siegferth

By John Cool

Trainees Are Hot
Gridiron Rivals

Falcon Opponents
Close Grid Season

Chief Mackey Is
Swim Instructor

150 Coeds Bowl In
Service Courses

By Bob Smith

Basketball hopes in the Bee Gee camp are high this week
as the Falcon cagers work out daily in the men's gym. The
Falcon followers received a setback last week, however, upon
hearing that Joe Siegferth, captain of last year's squad, was
recently reclassified 1-A by his Akron draft board.
Coach Anderson is very optimistic in reporting that the
—————^^————— team is progressing "well" thus
far and that the Falcons should
Classification Unknown
have a "good season" if none of the
players are lost to the team. The
Joe Siegforlh, captain of
boys arc "working hard and showlast yoar't basketball team.
ing very good teamwork, ball
who wat reclastinad from 1-C
handling, and shooting."
to 1-A hut week took the
physical examination yotterThe team is being formed around
day. However at press time
Joe Siegferth, Don "Sid" Otten,
the decision was not known.
and Wyndol Gray, all of whom
have played under Anderson before.
Siegferth and Otten are
starting their third consecutive
season for the Falcons while Gray
is starting his second season here.
There is also a plentiful supply of
Coach W. Harold Anderson has excellent material available from
selected four managers to work which to form the balance of the
with the basketball team.
The team.
four are: Ralph Burley, freshman
The Falcons open against Lockfrom Toledo; A/S John Main from bnurne Air Base here on Monday,
Case, Illinois; John Burden, sopho- Dec. 4. The schedule still stands
more from Gallon; and Jacquc
at 24 games, with two open dates
Schultz, freshmun from Swanton.
Burley and Main have been remaining to be tilled. The schednamed head managers * with ule is us follows:
Schultz and Burden assisting December
4- LOCKBOURNE AIR BASE
them.
7—CAMP PERRY
Burley was a basketball mana9—Western Kentucky al Cinger at the University last spring,
cinnati
and Schultz served as baseball
11—CRILE GENERAL HOSmanager during the summer term.
PITAL
Coach Anderson plans to take
13—OPEN
one manager with the team, when
IS—Ohio U. at All.rn.
they play on the road.
18—Al Konuilu. Air B.la
21—ROMULUS AIR BASE
Psychology, Education
January
Departments Expand
2—ASSUMPTION COLLEGE
3—Al Camp Perry
Expansion of the psychology
6—Al Obcrlin
and education departments is be10—Al DanLon
ing done on the third floor of the
13—CASE
Laboratory School building.
15—Al Craal Lake.
Occupied last year by the over19—Long Inland at Boilon Garflow of V-12 trainees from Kohl
den.
Hall, the entire floor is being re24—OHIO WESLEYAN
decorated. A reading clinic, cur27—BALDWIN-WALLACE
riculum laboratories anil general
classrooms will bo located there.
30—DENISON
February
3—Miami at Cincinnati (Tentative)
8— OBERLIN
10—We.tmin.t.r at Buffalo,
N. Y.
14—at Ohio Wa.leyan
17—OPEN
Herring
20—GREAT LAKES
23—at Baldwin-Wallace
fundamental principle of riding.
24—at Case
If I would allow an inexperienced
HOME GAMES ARE IN CAPIrider on the straightaway, all he
could do would be to ride straight. TALS
He couldn't make a turn. The
rider learns to control a horse in
the ring.
The riding school is open to nnyone who wishes to learn how to
ride or keep his enjoyment of ridCpl. John Fisch, a member of
ing.
For the student there are two the '42-'43 Falcon swimming team,
visited
the campus lust week.
nine week periods a semester conJohnny swum the breast stroke
sisting of 12 lessons per nine
one day. , You have to get used to as freshman member of the unicredit may be gained by taking versity team.
Cpl. Fisch is a paratrooper statwo periods, but after that no
credit is earned.
Mr. Hedden tioned ut Camp Mckall, North
wishes that the period of training Carolina.
He participated in a swimming
a rider could be extended. "Besides teaching the person how to meet at Camp Mckall several
ride one has an animal to contend months ago. All first placers were
with. You can't learn to ride in to get a three-day pass. He took
first in the breast stroke and secone day. You have to get use to
ond in three other events. His
the horse and the horse has to get prize was a trip to New York City.
used to you."
Faculty members may join the
riding school for a month or a
year. After passing the qualifications of an experienced rider and
riding at the school for a semester,
students as well as faculty memWalgreen Agency
bers are eligible for the Boots and
102 N. Main St.
Saddle Club.
Of the 160 people riding at the
school, 80 of them are receiving
acedemic credit this semester.
For your every drug
Thinking about the future of
store need
the Riding School, Mr. Hedden
said that an indoor ring was
needed.

Coach Selects
Four Managers

Hedden School Of Riding
Teaches Art of Equitation

CLA-ZEL

STARTS SUNDAY Women's Hockey
Season Opens
3 BIG DAYS
M-G-M's Great
New Romantic
Triumph!

Outing Club Takes
Progressive Hike

Mmm!!

GARSON

PIDGEON

MRS.
PARK1NGT0N

Just 15c at

Gladys COOPER
France RAFFERTY
Tom DRAKE

ir Coming Soon
"ARSENIC AND OLD LACE'
•DRAGON SEED"
"MARRIAGE IN A PRIVATE
OFFICE"
'KISMET'
"CASANOVA BROWN"

Centre Drug
Store

Whitehouse
Hamburg Shop

Headlines..

with

Edward ARNOLD
Agnes MOOREHEAD
Cecil KELLAWAY

Former Swimmer
Is Campus Visitor

Rappaport's
CHRISTHAS GIFTS
BOOKS
GREETING CARDS
DECORATIONS
FAVORS
STATIONERY
SCHOOL SUPPLIES
"Come fit and look around,
you are always welcome.".

Buy Your Thanksgiving Pie—

vmmm
For That
Extra Special Date
YOU'LL FEEL LIKE
MILLION IN A DRESS

A

HATS
for every .occasion
DRESSY
HATS

SPORTS
HATS

from

at

KESSEL'S

Bon Ton Hat
Shop

•
•
•

PUMPKIN
MINCE MEAT
APPLE

WISHING?
Wishing for a good
place to have a delicious home cooked
dinner at

at

Randall's
Bakery

Muir's
Restaurant
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It's a Slack Year
Although the clothing Bowling Green
coeds wear is their own concern, when a
great many University women appear on the
campus and in class in sloppy slacks and

V-12 Tarzans Must Have
Haircuts, Navy'Demands
By Bernard Block

Tarzan can no longer come sweeping from the trees to
whisk away young maidens—not unless he gets a haircut.
In this modern world, a girl—and the Navy—want their
men to have a clean cut appearance; therefore the hair must
be evenly cut and not shaggy as the Tarzan type.
The Navy men on the campus present the likely followers
of this new type of hero. In the
first place, Navy Regulations by
which the bluejacket bases his
everyday existence, won't let the
Edited By
Tarzan come out in him.

College Cuff notes
Mary Alice Beeler

Somewhere among the regulations it says, "The hair shall be
neatly cut and groomed." Secondly, a sailor is always anxious to
score a hit on his objective—the
objective being a girl.

sizes-too-big plaid shirts, it's time for an
editorial.
True, you may argue that jeans and shirts
are comfortable.
Maybe so.
And true,
slack-happy addicts of the baggy shirt may
say "and so warm during the winter."
Probably you're right.
But—have you looked at yourself in a rear
view mirror? When you crawl into your
"uniform" each morning, ignoring the attractive skirts and sweaters in your closet,
do you remember that half the people who
see you every day see only half of you—the
back half?
Next time, wearers of the jeans, try the
mirror test, and see yourselves as others see
you.

Thinking, Money, Time
"My Thinking ... My Money .. .My Time
. . . will stay in this war to the finish."
This theme should be the slogan of all
Americans during the Sixth War Loan which
started Monday and will continue through
Dec. 16.
We must not be blinded by pre-mature
promises of a quick victory in either the
struggle with Germany or that with Japan.
We must realize that we are in the midst of
a huge fight-to-the-finish which requires a
great deal of money, gotten by our purchase
of war bonds and stamps.
And we in school must remember that the
purchase of even one war savings stamp is
important. The majority of us cannot afford
bonds; we can, however, do without our
cokes and movies and invest our money with
Uncle Sam in this Sixth War Loan.
We students must remember that it is our
war and that we have as much to gain—or
to lose—from its outcome as those who are
fighting or dying in the cause of freedom and
justice.
Yes, we should be in it "to the finish."

V-12 Special
Next week you will get your Bee Gee News
as usual—thanks to the V-12 students on
campus.
They will take full charge of the Nov. 29
paper, a "V-12 special." Because of their
hard work, all of the University students will
get the campus news plus interesting Navy
features.
Don't miss your copy I

When our hero first enters the
Navy, he is faced with the menacing glare of the barber. He is
rudely thrust into the chair and
two minutes later arises with just
a half an inch of hair left on his
head.
It is at this moment that he
vows that he will stay clear of all
barbers in the future. This vow
doesn't last too long after he has
been screamed at by a few inspecting officers.
Back to the barber chair he
goes to keep within the Navy regulation on neat hair. Eventually
the chair becomes quite comfortable so he now catches up on some
lost sleep.
In Bowling Green the regulations hold just as well as anywhere
else. The sailor must have neat
hair—so each week he takes the
long trek downtown to the barber
chair.
Since Friday is the best day to
get a haircut and pass the Saturday inspection, the barber shopB
are usually crowded. There is a
long wait before the eventful appointment.
The noise of the clippers is continuous. The chatter of the customer and barber fills the room.
The fragrant Hmell of hair tonic
and cigarette fills the air. The
Tarzans fall from their trees.

The library at Georgia Tech includes a music room. With such
incentive how could one resist the
portals of learning?
The H.id.lb.rt Kijikilik tells
how their WSSF fund is augmented by a Quiz Bee, where the organization represented by the contestant must forfeit twenty five
cents for every question missed.
Weren't we short of our goal for
this worthy cause last year?
The Miami Student reports a
V-12 date bureau on that campus.
Imagine stooping to that for a
date I Imagine a date!
The University of Kentucky has
a women's drill organization
known as the K-Dets.
There is a story around the
University of Montana concerning
a Sigma Chi ghost who annually
howls the Thetas out of their
house.
Don't you think that
"Dream Man" would be a more appropriate title for this eerie visitor?
The author of "How To Fall in
Love" in the South Dakota State
Teacher's Collage Red and Green
must be a very experienced person!
Because of a lack of cooperation on the part of students and
faculty, the honor system of Oberlin Collage seems on its way out,
at least for the present.

Hunting Season Opens With
A Bang; Man Gets Bird
Oh„ a-hunting we will go! Once more hunting season
opens in Bowling Green, and hunters in their big plaid shirts
are second only to the coeds in theirs as the main attraction
in town.
Pheasant are the topic of conversation these days, so let's
talk about pheasant, too.
In describing the pheasant we
might speak of it as most closely
resembling a bird, with the usual
bird-like characteristics of head,
tail, feathers, and wings.
Its habits aro most interesting.
In going from place to place it
Capt. Fred Whitker of Bowling
flies. During mating season, the Green, and a party of officers from
male bird enjoys tho company of •he air base at Columbus, Miss,,
the female, and the female enjoys
flew to Bowling Green Friday for
tho company of several males.
The pheasant is one of the most the opening of the hunting season.
elusive of all birds. It's favorite
The fourteen officers flew here
pastime during certain days of the
year is playing hard to get. Just in six twin-engine Beachkraft AT10's.
ask any hunter.
All this brings us to the problem
Most of the officers hunted
of the hunter. The hunter may throughout the weekend, leaving
be best described as a species who, on Sunday and Monday.
during certain days of the year,
Capt Whitker's plane waa the
assumes the position of locomotion commonly employed in his last to leave, having been weatherearly infancy and crawls around ed in until Tuesday morning.
on his stomach through muck and
Capt. Whitker, a former student
mire in hot pursuit of the elusive
of Bowling Green State Univerpheasant.
There arc also female hunters sity, served in the African campaign.
(Continued on page 4)

Army Officers
Hunt In B. G.

The Wolf

by Santone

BEE GEE NEWS

Eeeek! a Mouse
ACROBATIC MOUSE . . .
A tiny brown mouse seen in Johnston Hall
got just a little tipsy from insect spray that
Nurse Winifred Ream sprayed in his direction. The furry creature staggered into the
middle of the floor, turned a somersault,
and stood on its tail. While the nurses
laughed at its antics, it scampered away.
REUNIONS . . .
A Cki O Jo Davis, now a music teacher,
and D.G. school nirml lono Ceiscl and Hoes
McAdams visited here this weekend. Reunions are ton. Hummm.

TURKEY TALK . . .
Helen Dermady, titian-haired froah, is going all the way to Watertown, N. Y., for
tomorrow's turkey. And Alpha Xi Delta
Utz Loudenslagel is traveling Chicago-way
to eat her Thanksgiving dinner with brand
new Kris. Will Lytle, ATO who was a civilian and V-12 student here and who has been
attending Northwestern.
SPEAKING OF ENSIGNS . ..
The one Pet LaFevre had in low Sunday
was oh, so handsome 1

ITS HERE AT LAST ...
Bowling Green's famous winter weather

Staff

WHO SAID IT
COULDN'T HAPPEN HERE ...
That men could climb up ladders into
sorority bedroom windows with the administration's approval. Really, kida, it was
all in fun and just part of the obstacle course
at the Alpha Phi party for service men.
MERRY WIDOWS ...
Larry Hanline, ATO worthy master, reports that an ATO Widow's Clab Is going to
organise. Where do yon come in, Larry?
Maybe for refreshments?

THE THREE R'S ...
Don't stand for readin', 'ritin', and 'nthmetic since the Gamma Phi Dance. They
stand for rhythm, romance, and rhubarb.
But what's the rhubarb for?

ate everything I wanted. You can imagine
the change from rations and dehydrated
foods as the Army serves.
"I nearly froze the first couple of days I
was down there, for there was such a great
change in temperature from what I have
been used to in the tropics.
"The Australians are great sportsmen,
they gamble on almost anything. They
have a aportsground wheh corresponds to our
stadium. Their game, which is cricket,
is played in • stadium which seats
crowds from thirty to forty thousand. They
also have horse racing and there is a great
turnover in the way of 'cabbage.' I saw the
University of Sydney, and it is really a beautiful place."
Lt. James Ryan was reported missing in
action this summer. However, it has been
discovered that he was forced down in neutral territory, and will be interned there for
the duration.
Don Cunningham, x' in, editor of the 1943
Key, has written to congratulate Helen Pugh
and her staff for the excellent 1944 yearbook. Pvt. Cunningham is stationed in Italy
and has written, "At present I am taking
some training in cyptograph work. My
branch of the service has been changed from
the artillery to the signal corps. Indications
have led us to believe that a good deal is in
the offering. Our living and meaaing facilities are much nicer here than in the replacement center. We even have sugar
bowls on the tables. Passes are frequent
so I've seen a little of the surrounding area.
Naples is a very interesting place, but it
carries many of the scars of war." Pvt.
Cunningham is a member of the Five Brother fraternity. His address is Pvt D. A.
Cunningham, 15140041, Hq. Co. 3141 Signal
Service, APO 512, c/o PM, New York, N. Y.

Column Right!

No Appreciation
By Sid Freeman

JOIN THE NAVY ...
Bruce Kelley, a second termer, is wondering if he's appreciated around here, because he got a letter the other day asking
him to join the Naval Air Crew. Of course,
he's not considering it.

ONTO THE FOOTBALL FIELD ...

.c^kmSJua

Tho Delta Gamau'e ere going into la.
catering business any day now. They know
all Use ropes, wkat with Ike fifteen hundred
sandwiches they turned oat on a mass production basis for tho open-house Sunday.

Edited By Helen Bowaa

Barbara Tanner, x'46, a WAVE, is now
receiving Naval training at Hunter College,
New York City. She writes, "Here I am in
New York, but all I've seen besides Hunter
is the subways. Our training is quite rigid
compared to what I have been used to.
Everything has to be done just so and at a
certain time. We have inspection daily and
a Captain's inspection on Saturdays.
"When wc go to concerts, classes, shows,
mess, or any group activity we march, but it
isn't as bad as it sounds for we sing as we go.
From every regiment there is chosen a
"singing platoon." I tried and made the
grade. We have rehearsals every day and
we broadcast over WABC-CBS several times
a week.
"We have much more marching drill than
the V-12 boys, an hour every day except
Saturday and Sunday, and four hours of
phys ed.
WAVE Tanner is a member of Delta Gamma. Her address is Barbara Tanner, AS,
V-10, Reg. 44, Bldg. L, Apt. 4D, USNTS
(WR), Bronx 63, New York.
Gene Harknoss, x'45, former Falcon cage
star, recently moved from his station in the
South Pacific to a new one, and immediately
after that he obtained a furlough, which he
spent in Australia. Gene says, "Right after
we moved here I took a furlough to Sidney,
Australia. I traveled between five and six
thousand miles by air, and it is one trip
I never shall forget. On the way down I
visited at Brisbane, and from there I went
to Sydney. Some call Sydney 'the Paris of
the Second World War.' There is no doubt
that the tempo of living is stepped up and
going Up at a great pace.
"One thing I really enjoyed on my leave
was some good food again for a change. I

OUT OF SICK BAY ...
Bob Lorenz, the man with the big smile
from Detroit, is back in the swing of tilings
now that he has been released from sick bay
where he had his appendix removed.
Bob missed a lot of school while he waa
lying in his sick bay sack, but he says the
time wasn't entirely wasted. He claims he
learned how to make paper airplanes that
would fly around the room and come right
back to him!

Beat it, Mate—She's buying her Pearl Harbor Day bonds from
me I

BREAD LINE ...

Wave Tanner Trains

The 12 new men that cam* here last weak
from Bethany College in West Virginia »eem
to be happy at their new station. In an «■•
signed letter written to this column, they
commented on the friendly attitude of the
faculty and townspeople and the"more and
better women."

lean Harshman
Edltor-ln-Chiaf
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Business Manager
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7i>°hn Berber
302 Easl Woosler Street. Telephone 4881
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to which we've all been looking forward with
horror. Sloppy mud, wet-leaves, rain-spattered leg make-up . . . gosh!

Bee G.I.'s
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the students of
Bowling Green State University
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Nestward, Ho!

Yale and Princeton would bo proud if they
coald so* how their former stadants were
carrying on tho Ivy football league tradition
bare on tho University campus. The men
that came here from those two schools have
boon playing football fames Saturday afternoons with their teams named after their
old alma maters.
Stave Bucek and Jack Donahue saaaa to be
the stare of the Yale aggregation while Don

French and Welly Van Stan are figkting
hard for "Old Nassau."

KNITTING FOR NESBITT ...
Everybody has been wondering where
the bright orange sweater came from that
Gene "Jeep" Nesbitt has been wearing to
morning muster. The sweater is so loud it
doea more to wake the fellows up than the
bells and the bugle combined.
NEWS FROM NEARBY ...
Word kas come from special correspondents that the Navy V-12 Unit here at Bowling Green is now tho closest Navy base to
Toledo. They say that when ono of oar boys
walks down the street there, everybody
(everybody—that means tho women, of
course) stops and taras and stares. No
wonder it's boon so quiet around tho Hall on

Sunday.
NO SMOKING ...
Freddy Fay and Bob Fleming, both second
termers, are using the cigarette shortage as
an excuse to swear off smoking. Bat Bob
tried to snitch a little on the agreement the
other night and bought a cigar. He offered
half to Freddy, bat Freddy Fay, always the
man with the iron will power, not only refused it, but tore it up.
Either of them is prepared to give you a
lecture on the evils of tobacco.
NO NEWS ...
We're oat af information, bat wall have
a lot more neat week when the Baa Cae
Naws goes all V-12. Stan, by for all of the
big attractions.
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Femmes Are
Conditioning

Four Fraternities, Six Naval
Platoons Play Football

"This year in correlation to
the war effort, the Women's
Physical Education Department is offering courses in
body mechanics, gymnastics,
and marching, along with
sports," states Miss Caroline
Shaw, associate professor.
These are courses which keep ,
our bodies in good physical condition.
A few years ago only
courses were offered in games and
dance. These are good for health
and exercise, but they don't keep
the body in the physical condition
that gymnastics and calisthenics
do.
Physical education tends to run
in cycles. When Miss Shaw organized the Women's Physical
Education Department, only courses in dance, gymnastics, and calisthenics were offered.
As the department grew, courses
were offered in archery, tennis,
riding, swimming, bowling, badmitton, hockey, soccer, volleyball,
and modern dance.
Miss Shaw organized the first
class of women's physical education majors of the University in
1928. They took courses in hockey, basketball, gymnastics, calisthenics, marching, and dancing.
Starting out with twelve physical education majors and one
teacher,
the
department
has
gradually increased to over one
hundred students, three teachers,
and two student assistants.
Miss Shaw is also faculty adviser
of WAA, Archery Club, and Outing Club. She received her B.A.
degree from Smith College, New
Hampton, Mass., and her B.S. at
Simmons in Boston. At Wellsley
College she took a specialized
course in Physical Education.
In New York City, Miss Shaw
worked as director of the physical
education.
In New York City, Miss Shaw
worked .as director of the physical
education at the west side YWCA.
She also worked in Dayton in the
YWCA physical education department.
Miss Shaw has also been in
charge on camping trips into the
white mountains at Camp Macua
in Maine.
All sports are favorites of Miss
Shaw, although she has a special interest in volleyball and
archery.

At the first meeting of the Intramural Council last Thursday evening, a touch football schedule which began with two
games was drawn up. Participating are the four fraternities;
PiKA, ATO, Beta Gamma Upsilon, and Five Brothers, and the
six Navy platoons who are to play an elimination in football
with finals Wednesday, December 6.
Standard Navy touch football
rules are to be observed. These
call for one official from each team
at every event in order that linesmen and umpire may change at the
half. The nine man teams will
Inter-V-12 Unit gridiron tussels play twelve minute quarters behave been going on between the ginning promptly at 5:00 p.m. with
newly arrived trainees for the past the deadline for forfeiture at 6:15.
two Saturday afternoons.
The Seven men must be present before
trainees have been transferred play can start and the five man
from rival Ivy League schools, line will be enforced. Any footYale and Princeton, and since wear other than tennis shoes will
spirits ran high on the first deck be illegal.
of the USS Kohl Hall, where they
All teams have intramural manare quartered together, football
provided the most acceptable out- agers who are to be responsible for
organizing
and assembling the
let for excess energy.
The fifteen Yale Bulldogs players, representing the teams on
brought down an 18 to 0 victory in the intramural council and who
the first game, but the thirty will be in charge of the equipment
Princeton Tigers sprung back to loaned by the school.
whip the Eli's 6-0 last week in
Intramural managers representa hard fought game.
ing the fraternities are: Bob
The playoff game is scheduled Smith, PiKA; Dick Seeman, ATO;
for December 2. Thus far neither Jim Violand, Five Brothers, and
team has proven to the other that
Don Speckman, Beta Gamma Upthey have the edge.
silon.
Intramural managers representing the Navy platoons have
yet to be named.
Men's Tumbling
The point system of competition,
Class Organizes
based on 2 points for a win, 1
point for a tie and nothing for a
Coach Warren E. Steller is or- loss and 6 for a forfeit is to be
ganizing a tumbling class consist- put into effect for all intramurals
ing of Navy and civilian men.
this season.
The class will practice every
A/S John Cool of Beaver, Pa.,
night through the week at 6:00.
Ten Navy men who participated in has been named student Intramurthe class last term are the veter- sl Director.
ans.
Coach Steller plans to use about
eight or ten of his best performers
between halves of the basketball
games.

C L A - Z E L

STARTS SUNDAY
3 BIG DAYS
M-G-M's Great
New Romantic
Triumph!
Greer, a boom-town beauty!
Pidgeon,

a

rich

romantic

rogue! They both knew what

Trainees Are Hot
Gridiron Rivals

Chief Mackey Is
Swim Instructor

Bowling proves to bo one of
the University's most popular
sports as nearly 150 coeds participate in bowling service classes.
Last year a bowling club was
organized and sponsored round
robin and ladder tournaments.
The Bowling club is a closed
club but the only requirement is
a 100 average of three games .
MisS Gertrude Epplcr, head of
Women's Physical Education,
states that with a little practice
any person who is fairly good at
bowling should be able to meet
the requirement.

Women's Hockey
Season Opens
Women's hockey «ea»on opened
last week as four teams entered
a round-robin tournament.
Magdalene Batcha's team won
2 to 1 over Betty Long's team,
while Dorothy Daso's team tied
Margaret Hammon's team by the
score of 1 to 1.
The large hockey class has been
divided into inexperienced players
and experienced players. The experienced players are on the hockey teams, while the inexperienced

they wanted!

Mmm!!

Greer

GARSON

Have you tried our
latest??

Walter

It's a special STEAK
SANDWICH.

PIDGEON
gloriously together
again in

MRS.
PARK1NGT0N

Indoor Netters
Hold Tryouts

By John Cool

150 Coeds Bowl In
Service Courses

Just 15c at

Whitehouse
Hamburg Shop
.

160 E. Wooster St.

Chief Specialist Clement F.
Mackey, Naval swimming instructor of the University, is also the
Chief Master of Arms at Kohl
Hall. His duties are to maintain
order and discipline among V-12
students.
Chief Mackey is a graduate of
Boston University where he received his Bachelor of Science degree in physical education.
He was instructor of physical
education at Sharon, Massachusetts, where he had charge of students in high school, junior high,
and elementary grades. He also
served as coach of the athletic department at the same time.
Chief Mackey has been playground supervisor in Somerville,
Massachusetts, his home town.
Before coming to Bowling
Green in October, he was stationed at Norfolk, Virginia; Newport,
Rhode Island; Northwestern University, and Bainbridge, Maryland.
After the peace terms are signed, Chief Mackey hopes to return
to teaching physical education and
coaching.

Outing Club Takes
Progressive Hike
A progressive hike, the first
meeting of the Outing Club, was
held last Saturday, November 18.
Thirty one girls met at the Women's Gym and went from there to
Miss Caroline Shaw's back yard.
Here the foods committee had hot
potato and onion soup with crackers prepared.
The next stop was back by the
ponds, where four fires had been
built for roasting weiners.
Then came the long hike down
to the city park for doughnuts and
apples.
The club officers this year are:
Betty Long, president; and Lucille
Pope, secretary and treasurer.
learn the fundamentals of the
game and take calisthentics.
Marian McGinn, Dorothy Hall,
Dorothy Fox, Jene Kohls, Clara
Miller, and Beverly Millns are student assistants in Hockey.

Gladys COOPER
Francs RAFFERTY
Tom DRAKE

ic Coming Soon
"ARSENIC AND OLD LACE"
"DRAGON SEED"
"MARRIAGE IN A PRIVATE
OFFICE"
-KISMET"
"CASANOVA BROWN"

Rappaport's
CHRISTMAS GIFTS
BOOKS
GREETING CARDS
DECORATIONS
FAVORS

For That

STATIONERY
SCHOOL SUPPLIES

Extra Special Date

"Come in and look around,
you are always welcome".

Table Tennis Club tryouts
for men and women were held
Monday evening in the large
gym of the Women's building.
Eight men were present,
but 16 are needed to balance
the club.
The club will have their
next meeting Monday, November
27, at 7:00 p.m.
Anyone who
wishes to participate in this club
are asked to attend.
Interscholastic matches and professional exhibitions are being
planned.
Miss Gertrude Eppler, head of
Women's physical education, is the
faculty advisor. Bonnie Sawyer,
sophomore from Bowling Green is
president of the club and Arlenc
Staerns, sophomore, also of Bowling Green, is secretary.

More Swimmers Needed
Only 11 men reported for
the tryouts of the Varsity
swimming team at 5:00 Monday afternoon.
If Bowling
Green is to have a swimming
team it is up to the students.
All positions are open for
anyone who wishes to try out.
Tryouts'are every afternoon
at 5:00 in the Natatopium.

Falcon Opponents
Close Grid Season
Falcon opponents closed their
football season Saturday as Miami
won over DcPauw for an undefeated season and Obcrlin won
their first game of the season by
downing Ohio Wesleyan 26 to 0.
The final standings of the Falcons and their opponents is as follows:
Team
Miami
Bunker Hill
Baldwin-Wallace
Central Michigan
Bowling Gresn
Came
Ohio Wesleyan
Alma

W L
0
1 1
1 1
5 2
3
2 4
1 8
11

(

*

«

T
0
0
2
0
a
2
1
(1

Pis. Opp
179
11
158
S3
146
97
149 107
133 117
79
93
99 238
51 162

Cagers Progress Despite
Army-Bound Siegferth
By Bob Smith
Basketball hopes in the Bee Gee camp are high this week
as the Falcon cagers work out daily in the men's gym. The
Falcon followers received a setback last week, however, upon
hearing that Joe Siegferth, captain of last year's squad, was
recently reclassified 1-A by his Akron draft board.
Coach Anderson is very optimistic in reporting that the
team
is progressing
is progressing "well" thus
far and that the Falcons should
Classification Unknown
have a "good season" if none of the
players are lost to the team. The
Joe Siegferth, captain of
boyB are "working hard and showlast year's basketball team,
ing very good teamwork, ballwho was reclassified from 1-C
handling, and shooting."
to 1-A last week took the
physical examination yesterThe team is being formed around
day. However at press time
Joe Siegferth, Don "Sid" Otten,
the decision was not known.
and Wyndol Gray, all of whom
have played under Anderson before.
Siegferth and Otten are
starting their third consecutive
season for the Falcons while Gray
is starting his second season here.
There is also a plentiful supply of
Coach W. Harold Anderson has excellent material available from
selected four managers to work which to form the balance of the
with the basketball team.
The team.
four are: Ralph Burlcy. freshnuin
The Falcons open against Lockfrom Toledo; A/S John Main from bourne Air Base here on Monday,
Case, Illinois; John Burden, sophoDec. 4. The schedule still stands
more from Galion; and Jacque
at 24 games, with two open dates
Schultz, freshmun from Swanton.
Burlcy and Main have been remaining to be filled. The schednamed head managers * with ule is as follows:
Schultz and Burden assisting December
4—LOCKBOURNE AIR BASE
them.
7—CAMP PERRY
Burley was a basketball mana9—Western Kentucky at Cinger at the University last spring,
cinnati
and Schultz served as baseball
11—CRILE GENERAL HOSmanager during the summer term.
PITAL
Coach Anderson plans to take
13—OPEN
one manager with the team, when
IS—Ohio U. at Athens
they play on the road.
18—At Romulus Air Base
12 1 ROMULUS AIR BASE
Psychology, Education
January
Departments Expand
2— ASSUMPTION COLLEGE
3—At Camp Perry
Expansion of the psychology
S—At Oberlin
and education departments is be10—At Denison
ing done on the third floor of the
13—CASE
laboratory School building.
IS—At Great Lakes
Occupied last year by the over19—Long Island at Boston Garflow of V-12 trainees from Kohl
dens
Hall, the entire floor is being re24—OHIO WESLEYAN
decorated. A reading clinic, cur27—BALDWIN-WALLACE
riculum laboratories and general
30—DENISON
classrooms will be located there.
February
3—Miami at Cincinnati (Tentative)
6—OBERLIN
10—Westminster at Buffalo,
N. Y.
14—at Ohio Wesleyan
17—OPEN
Herring
20—GREAT LAKES
23—at Baldwin-Wallace
fundamental principle of riding.
24—at Case
If 1 would allow an inexperienced
HOME GAMES ARE IN CAPIrider on the straightaway, all he
could do would be to ride straight. TALS
He couldn't make a turn. The
rider learns to control a horse in
the ring.
The riding school is open to anyone who wishes to learn how to
ride or keep his enjoyment of ridCpl. John Fisch, a member of
ing.
%
For the student there are two the '42-'48 Falcon swimming team,
nine week periods a semester con- visited the campus lust week.
Johnny swum the breast stroke
sisting of 12 lessons per nine
one day. a You have to get used to as freshman member of the unicredit may be gained by taking versity team.
Cpl. Fisch is a paratrooper statwo periods, but after that no
credit is earned.
Mr. Hedden tioned at Camp Mckall, North
wishes that the period of training Carolina.
He participated in a swimming
a rider could be extended. "Besides teaching the person how to meet at Camp Mckall several
ride one has an animal to contend months ago. All first placers were
to get a three-day pass. He took
with. You can't learn to ride in
first in the breast stroke and secone day. You have to get use to ond in three other events. His
the horse and the horse has to get prize was a trip to New York City.
used to you."
Faculty members may join the
riding school for a month or a
year. After passing the qualifications of an experienced rider and
riding at the school for a semester,
students as well as laculty memWalgreen Agency
bers are eligible for the Boots and
102 N. Main St.
Saddle Club.
Of the 160 people riding at the
school, 80 of them are receiving
acedemic credit this semester.
For your every drug
Thinking about the future of
store need
the Riding School, Mr. Hedden
said that an indoor ring was
needed.

Coach Selects
Four Managers

Hedden School Of Riding
Teaches Art of Equitation
By Dick
Learning to ride a horse is an
intergral part of the education
program of Bowling Green State
University and for this purpose
tho Hedden School of Riding was
located on this campus. Mr. und
Mrs. II. G. Hedden formerly of
Tiffin, own and operate this
school.
Mr. Hedden is the Director of
Equitation. He teaches the student of riding the art of riding a
horse intelligently and gracefully
with comfort to both the horse
and rider.
Mrs. Hedden is the bookkeeper
and directs the study of horses in
the classroom.
The Heddens come from a family of horsemen. Mr. Hedden followed the races in his younger
days, but gave that up to the raising of saddle horses. The riding
of the saddle horses .was kept
within the bounds of the family,
but when friends began asking
how one rides a horse, Mr. Hedden conceived the idea of a private riding school.
The Hedden Riding School operated for 12 years in Tiffin, then
they moved it to Sandusky. During this time they were organizing this Riding School for beginners, the Boots and Saddle Club,
a closed club for experienced
riders, was organized.
The Hedden School of Riding
was brought to the Bowling Green
campus in 1939 and located east
of Kohl Hall. The grounds consist of a barn, an outside riding
ring and a straight away.
Much criticism has been heard
from inexperienced riders that
riding around the outside ring
isn't far enough, therefore it is a
waste of time. Mr. Hedden says,
"Going around in a circle is the

Former Swimmer
Is Campus Visitor

Centre Drug
Store

Headlines..

with

Edward ARNOLD
Agnes MOOREHEAD
Cecil KELLAWAY
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Buy Your Thanksgiving Pie—

YOU'LL FEEL LIKE
MILLION IN A DRESS

A

HATS
for every .occasion
DRESSY
HATS

SPORTS
HATS

from

at

KESSEL'S

Bon Ton Hat
Shop

•
•
•

PUMPKIN
MINCE MEAT
APPLE

Randall's
Bakery

WISHING?
Wishing for a good
place to have a delicious home cooked
dinner at

Muir's
Restaurant

BEE
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Social Calendar Completed
Semester's Events Announced

D. G.'s Initiate
Pledges, Alums

No Books!

Hunting Season

KIGER'S

Conklin Returns

Jose Jaramillo
(Continued from page 1)

SEE OUR
ATTRACTIVE
COSTUME
JEWELRY!
• Lapel Pins
• Earrings
• Bracelets

ALPHA CHI OMEGA
Alpha Chi Omega patronesses
are Mrs. Ralph Scnailer, Mrs. E. S.
Raydure, Mrs. James Paul Kennedy and Mrs. W. C. Donakey, Mrs.
Elwynn Peace, Mrs. R. B. Waugh,
who were patronesses last year.
The place left by Miss Grace
Wills is to be taken by an alumnae
advisory board which is Mrs. Lorin
Janser, chairman; Mrs. Waldo
.Steidtman, rush adviser; Mrs. E.
N. Littleton, financial chairman;
Mrs. L. V. Bachman, pledge adviser; Mrs. J. K. Raney, Scholarship chairman.

Say 'Ah'

"Say W."
tion Hall, 7:00-9:00 p.m.
WSGA tea in Recreation
Johnston Health Con lor
Hall, 4:00-6:00 p.m.
doctor* and norsos have said
30—YWCA in Recreation Hall,
that 551 timti tinea they began fi»ing corapUtc physical
8:00-9:00 p.m.
examination* to the freshman
WSGA tea in Recreation
and transfer student* at tho
Hall, 4:00-6:00 p.m.
Un.Ter.wty
two weeks ago.
Dec.
2—Campus-teen in Recreation
Hall, 8:00-11:80 p.m.
8—Phratra Sorority sponsors
a dance
Pep rally in Recreation Hall
Navy Meets Obstacles
Thirteen
alumnae
and
five
10—Alpha Xi Delta holds open
house for service men from pledges were initiated by the Delta
At Alpha Phi Party
Gamma
fraternity
Saturday
morn7:00-10:00 p.m.
ing, November 18, and that eve14—Play in auditorium from
Entering by way of a ladder
ning the chapter, including the
8:16 to 10:30 p.m.
through a second story window,
16—Play in auditorium from new initiates, held its initiation
86 V-12 sailors followed an oband first anniversary banquet at
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The five pledges who were
ning.
16—Play in auditorium from
initiated to Delta Gamma are Kay
8:16 to 10:30 p.m.
Special guests for the evening
McDermott, Alliance; Ann DougDisc dance in Recreation
were Mrs. Jesse bants, house dilass, Norwalk; Patricia Park,
rector, Hiss Esther Hayhurst, Dr.
Hall
Bowling Green; Marilyn Whitand Mrs. J. R. Overman.
21—WSGA carol singing in Reacre, Ashland; and Ann Seubert,
Planning committee, headed by
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Cleveland.
Betty Breneman, included Alice Jan.
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20—WAA Carnival in Women's Dayton; Nancy Hemaoth, Toledo;
Cecelia McCrate, Dayton; Mrs.
Building, 7:00 to 9:00 p.m.
Campus'teen Will Begin
Annalee Stera, St. Marys; Mrs.
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Year's Activity Soon
1—YWCA in Studio B' from Marguerite White, Bellevue; Mrs.
Sarah Keown, Bryan; Ruth Sweet,
8:00 to 9:00 p.m.
Rossford; Mrs. Kathryn Wooster,
Campus'teen, the college ver16—Play in auditorium from
Delaware.
sion of a canteen for servicemen,
8:16 to 10:30 p.m.
will begin its program of parties in
At the anniversary banquet SatYWCA in Studio B from
the near future. Formerly under
urday evening Ardine Gottfried
8:00 to 9:00 p.m.
the sponsorship of the YWCA it is
16—Play in auditorium from chapter president, acted as toastto be an independent organization
mistress.
Speakers were Gerry
8:00 to 9:00 p.m.
this year, directed by a board of
21—WAA sponsors its fall ban- Ottgen, Shirley Mantel, Peggy
upperclass Btudents.
Davidson, and Mrs. Elden T.
quet
Maxine Campbell is chairman of
Smith. Hope McAdams, president
Many other activities have been
the board and other members are:
last
year, played /, piano medley.
Elizabeth Thompson, secretary; planned but as yet their dates are
A trio made up of Janice Smith,
tentative.
They
will
be
announced
Eleanor Winsor, bookkeeper; ConJune Koehler, and Marjorie Bussnie White, treasurer; Opal Ford, later.
dicker sang Delta Gamma songs.
publicity; Magdalene Batcha, posGuests of the sorority were Miss
ters; Dorothy Mohler, memberAudrey Kenyon Wilder, Dr. Rea
ship; Gloria Umnitz, decorations;
McCain, Dr. Florence Williamson,
Miriam
Balliet,
refreshments;
Miss Enna Pigg, Miss Maribeth
Norm Knisely, Irvin Potts, Doreen
Prof W. S. Huffman's daily
Kltt, and Mrs. Sanford Price of
Stauffler, entertainment; Betty question to the employees at the
Woodville, sorority adviser.
Breneman, games; Fritzie Swartz,
University Bookstore is "Have tho
Joyce Kceler, floor planning. Ad- Political Science books come in
visors are Dean Audrey K. Wilder, yet?"
Dean A. B. Conklin, and Dr. S. H.
The same cry for books is being
Lowrle.
made by many other professors
(Continued from page 2)
Plans for the first party in De- and students, too. Freshmen, escember are under way and hostes- pecially, have haunted Dec's Book- who may be compared to the
pheasant in that they too play
ses will be taken from the former store and the University Bookmembers and the freshman cluss. store on the look-out for biology hard to get. The only difference
is that the pheasant means it.
books.
The only books which
The habits of the hunter are
seemed to be in abundance were
rather
dull normally, but during
the freshman English books.
hunting season he cuts loose and
Other books such as the physi- shakes his inhibitions.
As an
cal education handbooks, anatomy example, take the matter of dress.
NYAL STORE
manuals, and Spanish books were
What man would, under any connot ordered in large enough quan- dition other than hunting, dare
ZIPPER NOTE BOOKS—
tities to meet the record-breaking appear in public wearing the
registration for the classes in colors incorporated in a combina2 and 3 Ring
which these books are used. The tion of red hunting cap, yellow
FANCY STATIONERY
workers at the bookstore reported and black shirt, and green checked
COLORED PENCILS
that when a shipment of books hunting breeches?
docs arrive, the order is only partSHOW CARD COLORS
During any season, the male
ly filled.
hunter enjoys the company of an
BOX CANDY
unlimited
number of female huntFOUNTAIN PENS
ers, while the female hunter is
COSMETICS
lucky if she can share the company
of one male with her best friend.
COLD CAPSULES
A. B. Conklin Dean of Students This, of course, applies only to
of the University, was at home wartime; in normal times, quite
with a cold from Monday, Nov. 13, the reverse is true.
Try Kiger't Fint
This brings to a close our disuntil Thursday. Ho returned to
cussion of the hunter and the
his work Friday morning.
hunted, or, peasant vs. pheasant.
The next installment will bring
you the habits of rabbits. Anyway, happy hunting!
The social committee has prepared a social calendar which will
interest all the students on campus
this term. The following is a list
of the coining events:
Nov.
27—WSGA tea in Recreation
Hall from 4:00-6:00 p.m.
28—WSGA tea in Recreation
Hall from 4:00-6:00 p.m.
29—Speech contest in Recrea-
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himself.
Of Bowling Green, he says,
"This is a very nice place; everyone is nice to me."
When asked about girls, after
a moment's deliberation, he replied
with the finesse of a diplomat,
"900 girls; one word cannot describe so many lovely girls."
With his smiling brown eyes,
lovely teeth, and slim-ISO-pound
figure on a dance floor, he is strong
competition for any professional
terpsichorean here in the States,
for as he sways into a rumba,
conga, tango, samba, ballera, ha
displays that dexterity of a native
South American; and when he begins to fox-trox, waits, or jitter
—V-12's beware! He's good!
But dancing isn't his only attri-

Purity
Confectionery
Delicious home made
inexpensive Sandwiches, Ice Cream,
and Candy

ALPHA EPSILON
Alpha Epsilon now is meeting
In a new chapter room in Williams
Hall.
Dorothy Heigley, president, presided at the meeting. During the
meeting the following committees
were appointed: food,
Helen
Henkelman, June Bruce, and Alice
Cad well; decoration, Dorothy Fox,
Lois Hines, and Jerry Manuel.
Also plans for the redecoration
ot the chapter room were made
under the direction of a committee
consisting of Virginia Keller,
Beulah Miller, and Verly Collins.
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YMCA Make* Plan*
For Faculty-Stag Mixer
Plans were made for a facultystag mixer, and officers were elected by the YMCA at its meeting
Wednesday evening in the home
of Prof. L. E. Fauley, YMCA adviser.
President Bob Crowell, who was
elected last spring, with vice-president Larry Hanline, presided at
the meeting at which the following
officers were elected: corresponding secretary, Gordon Ward, freshman from Amherst; recording secretary, Don
Prittie,
Amherst
freshman.
Treasurer, Cosmo Plotts, Findlay freshman; sergeant ut arms,
William Zimmerman, Cleveland
freshman;
publicity
chairman,
Turly Rhinehammer, F i n d 1 a y
freshman; and social chairman,
Kay Burns, Findlay freshman.
The program for the mixer,
which will be held Nov. 30 in the
Rec Hall, will be a panel discussion by Jose Jaramillo, Catalina
Spinetto, and Gloria Blanco, Bowling Green's three South and Central American students.

Mildred Wolf Weds
Recently In Toledo
Mildred Wolf, a graduate of
Bowling Green, and a member of
the Delta Gamma sorority, was
married recently to Robert W.
Dilworth, of Lorain.
Mrs. Dilworth is the daughter
of Mrs. Andrew Wolf, of Toledo;
Mr. Dilworth is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. David I. Dilworth of Lorain.
The ceremony was performed in
the chapel of St. Paul's Lutheran
Church, Toledo, by the Rev. Harry
Wolf, brother of the bride. The
bride was given in marriage by her
brother, Otto Wolf, of Fostoria.
Her only attendant was her sister,
Mrs. Robert F. Shelton.
The couple will reside in Cleveland, where Mr. Dilworth is a
medical student at Western Reserve University.

WSGA Entertains
At Freshman Teas
The executive board of the Women's Self-Government Association is again sponsoring the traditional teas for freshman women
and transfers. Freshman advisers
and sophomore aides assist the executive board at the teas.
Because of the large number of
freshman women and transfers,
the teas are being staggered. The
first teas were held last week and
will continue through the Thanksgiving vacation.

Swan Club Initiates
Nineteen Members
Swan Club members were initiated Monday at a candle-lit
ceremony in the Natatorium by
Esther Davis, senior, president,
and the other active members.
Initiates of the group, which
specializes in formation swimming, are Jean Clark, Virginia
Dawe, Evelyn Jacobs, Edith Jones,
Jure Kinker, Shirley Lehman,
Ruth Lenert, Mury Loudenslagel,
Janice McGlenen, Ruth Marshall,
Sue Mathew, Mary Meade, Nancy
Montgomery, Marjorie Rothenberger, Elizabeth Roulet, Elisabeth
Souder, Betty Starr, Alice Vietmier, and Maryann Zipka.
These members were chosen on
tho basis of competitive tryouts
to determine their skill in various
swimming strokes.

Teaching Blanks
Should Be Filed
Students who expect to teach
at the end of the first term should
fill out a blank in the Registrar's
Office on or before Monday, indicating that they wish their work
checked.
This does not apply to those who
will finish in June, Dr. Ralph G.
Harshman, acting registrar, emphasized.
Also those candidates for graduation in June who expect to complete their work by March should
apply for graduation in the same
office.

Loan Desk To Be

Opened on Sunday
In order that students may draw
reserve books or other books they
may need, the circulation desk of
the Library will be open hereafter
on Sunday afternoon from 2 to 5.
This practice was started Sunday,
Nov. 12.
Dr. Paul F. Leedy, librarian,
said today that since the fall semester began students have been
using the library more extensively
than ever before. This necessitated the opening of the circulation desk on Sundays.
If the need arises, students will
be given added opportunities to
use the books and the reading
room, Dr. Leedy also said.

Winter ..

ALPHA XI DELTA
Plans are being made by Alpha
Xi Delta for Open House for all
servicemen on campus to be held
on Sunday, Dec. 10, from 7 to 10
p.m.
BETA GAMMA UPSILON
Beta Gamma Upsilon president,
Bob Crowell, announced appointments for the current term: interfraternity council delegate, John
Barber; inter-fraternity alternate,
Clayton McDole; social chairman,
Darrell Allison; publicity director,
Gerald Cedoz; historian, Tom
Gibbs; and sergeant at arms, Dave
Bryan.
FIVE BROTHERS
Ens. Bill Schmelts, former V-12
student at Bowling Green and A/S
Warren Kircher were initiated
into the Five Brother fraternity
Tuesday, Nov. 14. These names
are in addition to the three published in the News last week.
Bob Sawyer and Charles Nott,
V-12 students, have been elected
as representatives to the InterFraternity Council.
Memorial services for Dan
Glenn, former student at the University, who was killed in action in
the South Pacific, were attended
by the fraternity.
PHRATRA
Phratra has elected a new corresponding secretary and reporter.
They are Janet Williams and Mary
Hruby.
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ALPHA TAU OMEGA
Election of officers was held at
the meeting of the chapter last
week. The following were elected: Lawrence Hanline, W.M.; Pat
Mulvihill, V-12, W.C.; Ralph Hendricks, V-12, W.K.E.; Don Sutler,
W.K.A. and inter-fraternity representative; Ben Tenwalde, W.S.;
Jay Moore, V-12, W.U.; Bob
Lyons, V-12, W.S.; and Ted Riddle, Palm reporter.

Pres. and Mrs. Frank J. Prout
and Dean and Mrs. Ralph G.
Harshman attended Saturday the
inauguration of George Bowman
as president of Kent State University, Bowling Green's sister
school.

bute, for Jose is also at home at
the piano, and is proficient in the
works of Chopin, Bach, Beethoven,
and other artists.

Bank of
Wood County

ALPHA PHI
Complimenting the sorority's
first anniversary as being a national sorority, Alumnae Jean Shaw
and Bette Husti sent gifts of
money to the chapter, and Helen
Moser and Ann Koch Copley, former prseident, sent a gift of 12
phonograph records.
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